Glycated fibrinogen: a new index of short-term diabetic control.
Fibrinogen is a plasma protein with a short half-life of four days and, therefore, glycated fibrinogen may be valuable as an index of short-term diabetic control. We have developed a simple, rapid method for determining glycated fibrinogen using affinity chromatography. The differences in the percentage of glycated fibrinogen between normal subjects, well-controlled diabetics and poorly-controlled diabetics were highly significant. There was a significant correlation between glycated fibrinogen and glycated haemoglobin for all these subjects. However, in selected subjects with rapidly improving diabetic control the difference between the fall over three days in glycated fibrinogen and glycated haemoglobin was highly significant. In subjects with deteriorating control over an average of four weeks there was a significant difference between the increase in glycated fibrinogen and glycated haemoglobin. We suggest that glycated fibrinogen may be a valuable adjunct to glucose measurements in the assessment of short-term diabetic control due to its rapid change following alterations in control.